
YMZ 702 (Key Scanner)

Description The YMZ-702-D is a piano keyboard scanning IC found inside some high end Yamaha 
piano keyboards. It connects velocity sensitive keyboard inputs to a simple digital output for 
consumption by an FPGA or micro-processor.  

¨

SPI 

Data is transferred with a clock at 1MHz. Data is valid on the rising edge of CLK.
The idle state of these lines is HI. Each byte (8-bits) is transferred at the request of the host.
To  request  a  byte,  the SYNC  line  transitions  HI   LO   HI.  After  this,  a  byte  is transferred
when it is ready. Data is only transferred when available so there may be some delay between
the SYNC line request and the actual transfer taking place.



Data reading

Setup a synchronous SPI communication (1MHz SPI clock). For this, pin 24 of the YMZ702 acts as
a data handshake or acknowledge. So if you receive one byte you have to pull this pin once before 
the YMZ 702 will send the next byte.

When pressing or releasing a key you'll get three bytes per key (don't miss the acknowledge 
between each byte). The bit order is LSBFIRST.

Interpretation for these three bytes:

Byte 1: Bit 0...4  = Number of currently pressed keys 

          Bit 5       = MSB (=Bit 7) of the 8 bit wide key velocity value (refer to byte 3)

          Bit 6       = Key direction (0 = released, 1 = pressed)

          Bit 7       = That bit is always 1 and it marks the first byte (

Byte 2:   Bit 0...6   = key note number, the most left A0 key of the 88 keys version has 0x15 (21)

             Bit 7       = always 0 (refer to Bit 7 of Byte 1)

 

Byte 3:   Bit 0...6   = The lower 7 bits of the key velocity value (bit 7 is part of byte 1!)

               Bit 7       = always 0 (refer to Bit 7 of Byte 1)



Wiring example(to attiny2313):


